Thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) is a non-contact and full-field type method of experimental stress analysis. Since TSA provides only the sum of the principal stresses, many studies have been carried out for developing techniques of stress separation. Unfortunately, most of the techniques developed hitherto are rather complicated and require much labor in practical application. Recently, the authors have developed a simple technique by utilizing the nonlinearity of the thermoelastic effect. In this technique, principal stresses are determined from two sets of temperature amplitude data measured under sinusoidal loadings having same amplitude but different mean values. However, the difference between temperature amplitudes obtained at different mean loadings is very small and, therefore, the result of stress separation becomes very noisy. In this paper, several smoothing techniques are applied to the temperature amplitude data in order to improve the accuracy of stress separation. It is found that some simple smoothing techniques are effective.
Introduction
Thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA) is a technique for measuring stress distribution in elastic solids through temperature change induced by the thermoelastic effect. It has become one of the most effective techniques of experimental stress analysis with the evolution of infrared thermography. This technique has the advantage of visualizing stress distribution without contacting the object. Unfortunately, TSA cannot provide individual stress components but only the sum of the principal stresses. Hence many studies have been carried out for developing technique of stress separation in order to determine stress components from the sum of the principal stresses obtained by TSA (1) , (2) . Stress separation techniques developed until now can be roughly categorized into the following three types.
The first is based on formulas derived by finite difference approximation of the fundamental equations of the theory of elasticity (equilibrium and/or compatibility equations) ( 3) - (5) . In this type of technique, stress components are determined successively by iterative computation starting from a special point at which all stress components are known in advance. The second type utilizes series expansion formulas (e.g. Airy's stress function) based on the classical theory of elasticity (6) - (8) , in which unknown coefficients of the series are determined so as to fit TSA data. The third type is based on the concept of inverse analysis (9) - (12) . The tractions on the boundary of a region are estimated from TSA data obtained inside the region (inverse analysis). Then stress components at any point inside the region are determined from the estimated tractions (forward analysis). These inverse and forward analysis are usually conducted by using finite element or boundary element method.
These techniques mentioned above have been sophisticated until now and verified to be more or less effective. However, these techniques require rather complicated numerical analysis which usually consists of numerical modeling of the object, construction and solution of algebraic equations, and determination of stress components from the solution of the algebraic equations. This may be a main drawback to applicability of these techniques.
On the other hand, the authors recently proposed a new stress separation technique that requires much simpler numerical analysis than previous techniques (13) , (14) . This technique is based on the formula derived by Wong et al. (15) - (17) who considered the effect of temperature dependence of the elastic coefficients on the thermoelastic effect. It has been shown that this technique is basically appropriate but, unfortunately, extremely sensitive to noise involved in the TSA data.
The purpose of this study is improving the accuracy of stress separation by smoothing the TSA data. In this paper, three kinds of smoothing techniques (Laplace filter, moving average and discrete Fourier transform) are applied to the TSA data and basic effectiveness of each smoothing technique is discussed.
Stress Separation Technique
Stress separation for linearly elastic solids under plane stress state is discussed here since distribution of temperature change on the surface of the object is measured in TSA. Consider a linearly elastic solid subjected to a sinusoidal external force. The inertial force acting on the solid will be ignored. The principal stresses at any point of the solid can be expressed as
where σ mi and σ ai are respectively the mean and amplitude of the principal stress, k = σ mi /σ ai is mean to amplitude ratio of the external force, ω is the angular frequency of the external force and t is time.
The fundamental equation of the thermoelastic effect derived by Wong et al. (15) - (17) is given by
where T is the absolute temperature, s is the sum of the principal stresses, ρ is the mass density, C v is the specific heat at constant volume, α is the coefficient of linear expansion, E is Young's modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio. Equation (2) is valid under adiabatic condition. Letting σ 3 = 0 in Eq. (2), substituting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and integrating with respect to time, the amplitude of the temperature change T a is obtained as
where T in the denominator of the left-hand side of Eq. (2) is considered to be constant since T a is usually much smaller than T . According to Eq. (3), it is understood that the amplitude of each principal stress can be determined from two temperature amplitude data obtained under external forces of same amplitude but different mean values.
For the simplest case when k = 0, the temperature amplitude T a0 becomes
Solving Eqs. (3) and (4) for σ a1 and σ a2 , the amplitudes of principal stresses are obtained as
where
and
It should be noted that this formula for stress separation is much simpler than before. Especially, the amplitude of principal stresses at each point of the object can be determined only from temperature amplitude data measured at that point.
Smoothing Techniques
It has been found that the technique derived above is basically appropriate but extremely sensitive to the noise involved in the temperature amplitude data (13) , (14) . In order to improve the accuracy of stress separation, the following three kinds of smoothing techniques are adopted in this study.
1 Laplace filter
Laplace filter is based on the physical characteristics of the temperature amplitude distribution (12) , (18) . The temperature amplitude T a0 in the case of k = 0 satisfies the Laplace equation as follows:
General solution to Eq. (8) can be expressed as
where f n (x,y) are known functions (fundamental solutions of Laplace equation) and c n are unknown coefficients. Let T a0 (x,y) denote measured temperature amplitude contaminated with noises. If the unknown coefficients c n are determined so as to minimize the squared sum of the error
c n f n (x,y) over a certain region (filter region), then the temperature amplitude given by Eq. (9) becomes less noisy than the original one. Figure 1 illustrates actual implementation of Laplace filter. A fixed size rectangular region is used as the filter region. Starting from an appropriate position in the temperature amplitude image, the filter region is scanned over the entire image. The smoothing operation using Eq. (9) Fig. 1 Implementation of Laplace filter is conducted for each position of the filter region. Repeating the scanning procedure until some convergence is attained, the image can be smoothed successfully. Note that smoothing by Laplace filter can be applied only to temperature amplitude image T a0 (x,y). In the example shown later, the series of Eq. (9) is truncated after the 9th term and the size of the filter region is set to 4-by-4 pixels.
2 Moving average
Smoothing by moving average is one of the simplest techniques among others. Each filtered value of a pixel is determined by a weighted average of original pixel values in the neighborhood of corresponding pixel. The size of the neighborhood is usually taken as 3-by-3, 5-by-5 or 7-by-7. Smoothing by moving average can be applied to both temperature amplitude images T a0 (x,y) and T a (x,y).
3 Discrete Fourier transform
Low-pass filtering using the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is also one of the simplest smoothing techniques. Applying two-dimensional DFT to the original image, cutting out some high frequency components in the frequency range, and then taking inverse transform, a smoothed image is obtained. Smoothing by using twodimensional DFT is applied to both temperature amplitude images T a0 (x,y) and T a (x,y).
Experimental Verification

1 Experiment
Experimental stress analysis was conducted for a strip with a central hole in order to compare the effectiveness of the smoothing techniques with each other. Figure 2 shows the specimen used in this experiment. The specimen was machined from a plate of A2024-T3 aluminum alloy. Material constants shown in Table 1 were obtained for specimens taken from the same plate (13) . Uniaxial sinusoidal loading with nominal stress amplitude of 25 MPa and frequency of 20 Hz was applied to the specimen in y-direction. Mean nominal stress was set to 0 or 75 MPa which correspond to k = 0 or k = 3, respectively. The temperature amplitude of the specimen was measured by TSA apparatus (JEOL Ltd., JTG-8010). Table 1 Material constants of the specimen (13) (a) k = 0 ( b )k = 3 Temperature amplitude data were obtained by applying 50-times cumulative averaging. The mean temperature of the specimen during the experiment was 305 K. Figure 3 shows the temperature amplitude images in the case of k = 0 and k = 3, respectively. Figure 4 shows the temperature amplitude distributions along line EF. It is observed that these distributions are slightly different each other, which is due to the nonlinearity of the thermoelastic effect.
2 Stress separation
Stress separation was carried out for region ABCD illustrated in Fig. 2 . Figure 5 shows distributions of the amplitude of the principal stresses obtained without applying smoothing technique. For comparison, Fig. 6 shows theoretical distributions of the amplitude of principal stresses predicted by BEM analysis. Although the result of stress separation is considerably noisy, stress concentration at the edge of the hole can be observed. Figure 7 shows distributions of the principal stresses along line EF, in which solid and broken curves indicate the results of stress separation and BEM analysis, respectively. A considerable scatter around the theoretical value is observed in this result of stress separation. This is mainly due to the fact that the difference between the temperature amplitudes for different mean stresses is very small as shown in Fig. 4 . It is difficult to detect such small difference accurately by the thermography used in this study. However, taking this fact into consideration, it can be said that the stress separation technique developed in this study is essentially valid. Figures 8 and 9 show the results of stress separation with applying Laplace filter to T a0 data. Comparing them to the results without smoothing (Figs. 5 and 7) , the scatter is not reduced very much. This is due to the fact that T a data is not smoothed at all. Unfortunately, the Laplace filter cannot be applied to T a data because it reduces the aration is reduced further and the result fits the theoretical value rather well. The big discrepancy of the minimum principal stress in the vicinity of the hole may be due to error in temperature amplitude measurement caused by deformation of the specimen. In the above examples, no specific strategy was employed in determining the weights for moving average as well as the cutoff frequency for low-pass filtering. The accuracy of stress separation might become worse if the weights and cutoff frequency are chosen inappropriately.
It is necessary to develop some appropriate strategy to determine the weights and the cutoff frequency.
Conclusions
A new technique of stress separation for TSA has been developed in this paper. It has been demonstrated that the present technique is essentially valid and, in addition, that the accuracy of stress separation can be improved by applying several simple smoothing techniques to TSA data.
